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The process to intgrate CloVER LTI component in Open edX is: 

1. Add an LTI consumer in CloVER 
2. Enable LTI in your Open edX course 
3. Add a new LTI component in your course 
4. Choose the LTI component 
5. Edit the component 
6. Publish your changes 
7. Login as a student and try the training lab 

 

Add an LTI consumer in CloVER 
  
In the CloVER gateway, go to > Settings > Manage LTI consumers in the Instructor’s 
pannel. Then, add a new consumer and make a note of the Key and Secret that you have 
filled. You can define a key/secret pair for each course. 
 

 

 

Enable LTI in your Open edX course 
Go to your course page (CMS) then Settings > Advanced Settings.  

● In the Advanced Module List, add “lti” to support LTI components in your course. 
● In LTI Passports, add a new entry in the form:  lti_id:key:secret, 

where the key and secret are the key and secret that you have created in CloVER 
Settings in the previous step. The LTI ID can be anything (no spaces). For example, it would 
be: [“test1:course1:D1RJKHncVhzddeRFfZCXAPaRE9mmJp”] 
 
This step is required for each CloVER Course Lab that you want to add in an edX Course.  

 



 
 

 

 
 

Add a new LTI component in your course 
Go to your course outline: Content > Outline and add a New Unit in which you will add your 
CloVER LTI component (Advanced Component button appears when you add the new 
Unit). 

 



Choose the LTI component 

 

 

 

Edit the component 
Click Edit and fill in the fields: 

● Display Name: the name of the component displayed to the students (exemple: 
GNS3 SIMULATOR) 

● LTI Application Information: the description of the CloVER application (for 
example: Clover Virtual Training Lab).  

● LTI ID that you used in the LTI passports entry.  
● LTI URL for CloVER (exp: https://XXXXXX.procan-group.com/LTI/connect) 



 

 
 
 

Publish your changes 
Once you have added the component, you can Publish it to your course (or Preview 
changes). 
 

 
 
 
 



Login as a student and try the training lab 
The Virtual Training Lab link appears in the corresponding Unit of the course. A student can 
navigate in the course and launches the lab exercise. 
 
 

 
 
 

 


